In this paper, the notions of Jordan homomorphism and Jordan derivation of inverse semirings are introduced. A few results of Herstein and BreL sar on Jordan homomorphisms and Jordan derivations of rings are generalized in the setting of inverse semirings.
Introduction
Let .S; C; / be a semiring with commutative addition and an absorbing zero 0. A semiring S is called an inverse semiring [1] if for every a 2 S there exists a unique element a 0 2 S such that a C a 0 C a D a and a 0 C a C a 0 D a 0 . Throughout this paper, S will represent an inverse semiring which satisfies the condition that for every a 2 S; a C a 0 is in the center of S. This class of inverse semirings, known as MA-semiring [2] , is useful in developing the theory of commutators and investigating certain additive mappings in semirings. In this connection, commuting maps [3] , skew-commuting maps [4] , centralizers [5, 6] , dependent elements and free actions [7] have been studied. However, the theory of Jordan homomorphism and Jordan derivation of inverse semirings has been unexplored. According to [2] , a commutator [. , .] in inverse semiring is defined as OEx; y D xy C K yx D xy C y K x. We will make use of commutator identities OExy; z D xOEy; z C OEx; zy and OEx; yz D OEx; yz C yOEx; z (see [2] ). By [2] , an additive map The idea of Jordan homomorphism of rings arose initially in Ancochea's study of semi-automorphisms [8, 9] . Later on, Kaplansky [10] , Hua [11] and Jacobson and Ricket [12] made contribution and took the subject up. In 1950's, Herstein studied Jordan homomorphisms [13, 14] and Jordan derivations [15] in prime rings. His results have a notable impact on the study of Jordan structure and Jordan mappings. BreL sar [16, 17, 18] , Baxer and Martindale [19] generalized Herstein's work on semiprime rings.
In this paper, we introduce Jordan homomorphism and Jordan derivation in inverse semirings and generalize a few results of Herstein [13, 15] and BreL sar [16, 17] in the setting of inverse semirings. We define Jordan homomorphism between the two inverse semirings as follows. Let S and T be inverse semirings then an additive
In section 2, we generalize remarkable result of Herstein [13] for inverse semirings as follows: every Jordan homomorphism of inverse semiring onto prime inverse semiring is either homomorphism or anti-homomorphism. In section 3, we define Jordan triple homomorphism between inverse semirings S and T as an additive mapping such that .aba/ C .a/ .b/ .a/ 0 D 0; 8a; b 2 S . BreL sar [17] showed that a Jordan triple homomorphism of a ring R onto a prime ring N R of characteristic different from 2 is of the form D˙Â , where Â is a homomorphism or an anti-homomorphism of R onto N R. We generalize this result for inverse semirings. In section 4, we introduce the notion of Jordan derivation of inverse semirings thereby extend a classical result of BreL sar [16] as follows. Every Jordan derivation of a 2-torsion free inverse semiring is a derivation. In the last section, Jordan triple derivation of inverse semiring is considered and a BreL sar's result [17] is extended in semirings.
We need the following lemmas in our arguments. The following lemma is an extension of Lemma 3.10 of [20] , in a canonical fashion. 
Jordan homomorphism
We begin this section by introducing the notion of Jordan homomorphism of inverse semirings. Let S and T be inverse semirings, an additive mapping ' W S ! T is called Jordan homomorphism if
Lemma 2.1. Let ' be a Jordan homomorphism of inverse semiring S into 2-torsion free inverse semiring T: Then for all a; b; c 2 S the following statements are true:
Replacing b by a in (1) and then using Lemma 1.1 we obtain (i).
In the view of Lemma 1.1 and (1), we can replace '.ab C ba/ by '.a/'.b/ C '.b/'.a/: Thus we have
and hence by Lemma 1.1, we conclude (ii). Linearizing the above relation we obtain
thus by Lemma 1.1, we arrive at (iii).
Following [13] , we fix some notations;
If ' is a Jordan homomorphism from an inverse semiring S to 2-torsion free inverse semiring T then
Using Lemma 2.1 (ii) and (2) (2) and then using it in the above relation, we obtain 
Theorem 2.5. Let ' be a Jordan homomorphism from inverse semiring S to 2-torsion free inverse semiring T: Then for all a; b;
By Lemma 2.1 (ii) and Lemma 2.4, we get
Thus we have
.r/a b on both sides of the above equation and using the fact that
we get the required result. 
Jordan triple homomorphism
Let S and T be inverse semirings. An additive map W S ! T is called Jordan triple homomorphism if
For the sake of convenience, we fix some notations 
From (6) and (7) we obtain 
From (8) and (9) 
Jordan derivation
We define Jordan derivation of an inverse semiring S as an additive map d W S ! S such that
holds. For example, if R is a commutative ring and I.R/ is semiring of all two sided ideals of R with respect to ordinary addition and product of ideals, and T is subsemiring of I.R/ then S D f.r; I / W r 2 R; I 2 T g is an inverse semiring with respect to˚andˇdefined as .r 1 ; I /˚.r 2 ; J / D .r 1 C r 2 ; I C J / and .r 1 ; I /ˇ.r 2 ; J / D .r 1 r 2 ; IJ / (see [4] ). If we fix a D .r; f0g/ 2 S then d.x/ D OEa; x; 8x 2 S is a Jordan derivation.
Lemma 4.1. If d is a Jordan derivation of S then for all x; y 2 S the following statements hold:
Proof. Linearization of (11) gives
Replacing y by xy C yx in .12/ we get
By (12), (13) and Lemma 1.1 we have
Replacing x by x 2 in .12/ we have
In the view of (11) and Lemma 1.1, we can replace d.
From (14) and (15) we have
which gives (i). To obtain (ii), linearize (16) we have
and hence (ii) follows by Lemma 1.1. This completes the proof. 
Moreover,
holds for all x; y 2 S . 
Adding .21/ and .22/, we have
By (i) of Lemma 4.1, we have
Replacing x by xy; y by s and z by yx in (17) we get 
Replacing y by y C z in x y sOEx; y D 0 and using it again, we have
which gives x y sOEx; z D x z K sOEx; y: Thus .x y sOEx; z/t .x y sOEx; z/ D x z K sOEx; ytx y sOEx; z D 0; 8t 2 S .
Semiprimeness of S gives x y sOEx; z D 0; 8x; y; z; s 2 S
Similarly, OEx; zsx y D 0:
By using the above technique on (27), we get 
Therefore, OEx y ; t rOEx y ; t D x y t rOEx y ; t C t 0 x y rOEx y ; t D 0; 8r 2 S which implies that OEx y ; t D 0 or x y t C t 0 x y D 0: Adding tx y on both sides of the last expression we have
From (18), we have 
Jordan triple derivation
An additive mapping d W S ! S is Jordan triple derivation if
Linearization of (33) gives 
